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Edit Comments Share: Thriefty Ultimate Goal... So, you just started merging the dragons and got hooked on the game. There's a lot of objects for merging, level clears to do and dragons to get. As a beginner, you can get quite overwhelmed with all the fusion chains available. What do you have to do to progress and you do things effectively? Where should you spend your dragon
gems? These are the issues many beginners face when they start the game. This guide is written to help new players progress through the game faster, and perhaps give some tips to veteran players. This guide is also written with the assumption that you have already understood the basic gameplay mechanics, and will not explain them. Before I go on, here's a reminder not to
waste your dragon gems before you give this guide a read. While dragon gems can help speed up your progress, many ways to use them are inefficient and wasteful. In your camp, your progress is measured by both the number of camp stars and the amount of land you have unlocked and your progress in your fusion chains. Some people also use the number of wonders of the
dragon world as a criterion for progress. Camp stars get by cleaning camp quests while the ground is unlocked, gaining a higher dragon strength. Progress through mergers and miracles is achieved through the merging of objects. To get more Camp Stars (edit the editing source), the first step to effectively clearing camp quests is the first search for upcoming Camp quests. You
can see them on the Camp quests page. You should look not only at your current quests, but upcoming 5 or so camp quests after you clear your current quest. This will allow you to prepare for the cleansing of the quest, as well as not fall into the trap of completing the merging chain before the camp quest requiring an item from this chain of fusion arrives. Also, take note of
quests that will slow your progress. Quests like The Confluence of Any Life Flowers x500 aren't as bad as you can take steps to speed through it, but merging any dragons x73 requires you to actually have a large supply of dragons to join together. If you don't have that many dragons merge, you can hold the merging dragons at higher levels until this kind of quest arrives. 3 types
of quests each have their own road block quests. Some examples are given in the table below: Type quest Description Of the Purpose of Creating a Merging quest By Any Dragons of the 20 Creation of the Confluence quest 4 Dragons 1 Creating a quest To create a quest of Mystery Fusion Eggs, there are vital tree of Cosmic Dreams 1 Action quest To catch floating seeds of the
Gt.100 Action Quest Fire Mystery Nest's 5 Action quest Click Elderly Fruit Tree for Pears's 50 Action Quest Click Any Egg Nest's Action Quest Click Any Monster Idols's 10 Flourish quest has healed the ground of the zgt;300 Flourish quest to heal more over more The Dead Earth's 1 Flourish quest Outdoor Dragon Chests is a flourish quest open nest dragon vault of the Vault,3
Creating a quest to edit the source creating quests dealing with merging objects, owning a set of items, and creating new elements. , Hills, Magic Mushrooms, Fruit Trees and Glowing Dragon Trees combine chains. Take note of the living stones, hills and flowers of life to combine chains, particularly as the last few Creation quests want wonders for these chains of fusion. Also, take
note of the difference between Have, Merge and Create To Have just need to ensure that you have an object. The merger requires you to combine the objects of the required item (Note that Merger 5 count as a single merger if you prefer, Merge 3 will speed up the process, but also not recommend on a higher level of items, as they will slow you down on you Merging Chain
Progress). You need to create an item (Merger 5 will add 2 to Progress, not 1, as they do not take into account the time of the merger, but the item created on the merger). For missions that require you to abandon the dragon to flower life, you can drop the dragon on the flower repeatedly before they consume them action. Action quest Edit the source Action quests deal with
tapping on objects, opening chests and activation of life balls. There is also plenty of faucet nest quests, so you have to keep some nests in your camp when this quest appears. Keep Ruby Fire Mystery Nest and Sapphire Mysterious Nest if you have them, as these nests are not easy to get and are essential for some quests. Finally, there are also click Monster Idols quests that
can only be completed with the help of dragon gems. It's cheaper to skip a quest than to buy Monster Idols, but if you plan to complete the chain and want Mystery Eggs, you can go ahead and buy them. Flourish quest edit the source Flourish quests deal with healing the earth, opening Dragon Egg chests and looting balls, building buildings, and allowing different seeds to grow. -
Camp quest page Flourish quests are probably the type of quest you'll have slow progress on most of the time, since some of its quests require you to either open a significant amount of Dragon Chests or Dragon Nest Vault, have a certain amount of unlocked lands, or heal some dead land. For open dragon chests or Dragon Nest Sanctuary quests, it's cheaper in terms of Dragon
Gems to skip the quest rather than open them. To move faster through merger chains, edit the editing source, part of clearing camp quests will require you to move along the fusion chains of different objects. And for many players working through the chain of merging and getting all the wonders Peace is their main goal. Merge Dragons merge system requires at least 3 objects of
one level to receive one next level object. This leads to an exponential increase in the amount of resources needed every time we serve on a level. To understand how many resources are required, you should take a look at Wingalls13's merging calculator. The 18-level Life Flower network is on its page because it is too big. A very easy-to-use fusion calculator on Mergeling.com
available here. It also allows you to enter the current inventory, so you can easily figure out what you need to get to the object (s) you require. There is also a simple merging calculator made by Sauer here: 0 Do note a merger of 5 instead of 3 massively reduces the number of objects needed to achieve Wonder. So listen to Ezra! Tip: Always merge 5 when you can, not 3! It's
going to go a lot faster! - Ezra to get Stonehenge / To get more stone bricks edit edit source Stonehenge you want to get every help to work through the merging chain faster. The biggest help is undoubtedly Stonehenge, the wonder of living stones merging the chain. The Stonehenge Miracle is considered the most useful miracle for two reasons. It is a crop for Nightstone bricks, a
level of 5 stone bricks that gives 250 stones. It generates zombies every 15-60 minutes that can be killed for graves. This is usually how you start the Graves chain. Stone currency is what you want, since it can be used to buy Buy menu chests that will give you a level of 1 to 3 objects of a certain confluence of chains. Buy menu chests greatly speeds up all the chain fusion, so you
would like to have a good stone brick farm to be able to purchase all the chests you want. Stonehenge is the best Stone Brick Farm, so the next part of the guide is on how to get Stonehenge fast. Stonehenge is part of the chain of merging living stones, so you would like to work on this chain. For beginners, there are several ways to get your living stone merging chain going: Go
to any stage with live stones, preferably stage a quarry, get 80 stone bricks, and then buy a gold chest, and get live stones out of your chest. Go to the secret four secret level, and spend some dragon gems to bring back either swampy grass or lawn grass that can be endlessly collected for fresh stones. (Credit Math Mad Tick) Go to the quarry stage in the levels and spend some
dragon gems to bring back some living stones. Buy live stones from the Kala store using Dragon gems. Once you get some live stones, get your dragons to collect Stones for stone bricks, combine stone bricks, collect stone bricks, buy gold chests, combine living stones and repeat the cycle until you reach Stonehenge. You have to try to get 2 Stonehenge, since each Stonehenge
can only have 2 dragons to collect it at a time. If the yield of stone bricks is too low, you go for even more Stonehenge. If you just need a little stone, and don't require Stonehenge just yet, a guide on how stone bricks can be found here: 3A_How_to_be_rich_ (of_stone%2C_without_Stonehenge) To go through other merging chains faster 'edit source' Once you have Stonehenge,
you can use buy menu chests to go faster through merging chains. Each of the buy menu chests can help with multiple fusion chains. It is always recommended to combine 5 level 1 chests into 2 level 2 chests before opening them as there would be a chance to get even higher level objects. The following table shows the chests you buy, the limited prices, and the items the chests
give at each level. Level 1 Breast Cost Objects Given Level 2 Breast Objects Given Moon Breast 40 Level 0 to 3 Fruit Trees, Level 1 to 3 Flowers of Life, Level 0 to 2 Life Balls, Level 1 to 5 Chests Phobos Breasts Level 1 to 4 Fruit Trees, Level 2 to 4 Flowers of Life, Level 1 to 3 Life Balls, Level 2 to 6 Treasure Chests Gold Chest 80 Level 1 to 3 Living Stones, Brambles, Level 1 to
5 Treasure Chests Solid Gold Chests Level 1 to 4 Living Stones, Level 2 to 4 Spooked Trees, Level 2 to 6 Chests treasures Occult Breast 550 Level 0 to 3 Hills, Level 1 to 3 Bushes , Level 1 Wood, Level 1 to 5 Treasure Chests Dangerous Chest Called Breast Level 0 to 4 Hills, Level 2 to 4 Bushes, Level 1 to 2 Woods, Level 2 to 6 Treasure Chest Dangerous Chest Dangerous
Chest 700 Level 0 to 3 Mushrooms, Level 1 to 3 Waters, Level 1 to 3 Herbs, Level 1 to 5 Treasures Beasts Level 1 to 4 Mushrooms Level 2 to 4 Water, Level 2 to 4 Grass, Level 2 to 6 Chests Treasure Breast 2500 Level 1 to 3 Prism Flowers, Level 1 to 3 Dragon Trees Spectral Breast Level 1 to 4 Prism Flowers, Level 1 to 4 Dragon Trees Focus Recommended on Completing 1 or
2 Link Mergers in One Time. This is due to the fact that the camp has a limited amount of space. You will need enough space to keep all the stone bricks you have as well as objects from the fusion chains you work in. If you work on too many fusion chains at the same time, you find yourself running out of space and having to combine 3, slowing your progress. To unlock more
land, the earth is unlocked, reaching certain thresholds of the Dragon Force. You can see how much strength a dragon requires for each bit of land on the Evil Fog page. To get the power of the dragon, you have to get a higher level of dragons. The easiest way to do this is to buy loads of dragon coins from Kala and combine them. However, to do this, you need a good magic coin
farm. To get more coins (edit the source of editing) there is ways to develop magic coins, both in the camp and beyond its exit from the camp. For in-camp coin farms, the four best coin generators are: Harvest level 16-17 flowers of life and combine 5 level 7 life balls, then sell your level 8 life balls for 150 coins each (I really need to update this page of magic coins) Collecting fruit
from fruit trees and and and or cleaning for Farm Magic Coins Vault using Coins Storage Harvest Golden Apples from Midas Trees and sell them for a currency coin Now that you have a steady stock of coins, focus on one type of dragon and continue to buy his egg, merging on 5 until you get your level 10 dragons. This will give a significant boost to help with the unlocking of the
land. To calculate the number of dragons you get from buying coin eggs, you can use this calculator made by Wingalls13: To get a dragons event edit source Each event will usually have some dragons for awards. Prizes usually include a dragon egg event, a dragon nest event, a level 3 dragon and a level 4 dragon. All Dragons together will give about 240 dragon power, which is
essential for new players. A guide to the quick end of each event is on the page of each event, but a summary of the highlights below. You need 2 Level 9 Event Point points to get the most rewards from each event. (This requires confirmation, the previous 2 or 3 events only required 1 lvl 9 Event Point item for all awards by September 9, 2019) The latest award is available,
making all 10 event quests that will require healing throughout the earth. Much more effort is required to heal the whole ground compared to just collecting enough event points, so see if you have time to go for this latest award. To get the necessary event points quickly, clear enough land to get 2 event point dispensers and then your 2 dragons to focus on cleaning them up. To
open more land, you will need a high level of Life Flowers. I recommend not to merge young fruit trees. Space them apart to allow them to spawn a life of flower sprouts. There is no need to open the entire Mystic Cloud Key on the map. Merge 5 as much as possible, especially for events only items that are in limited quantities, like an autumn sheet. Don't forget, once every 3 hours
a bronze capsule. To open Dragon Egg Chest/Nest Vaults effectively edit the 'edit source' Each player will get a lot of Dragon Egg Chest and Dragon Nest Asylum as they play. Each of them requires Dragon gems to open. There are some camp quests that require you to open Dragon Egg Chests or Dragon Nest Vaults, so it is important to make sure you get the most of every
dragon's chest you open. You have to look at the Dragon Chest page to learn to identify every chest you get and determine which one you should open. The following dragons are the ones I recommend opening chests for, as they are usually hard to get. Dragon Chest Type and Breasts worth other ways of getting Pegasus Wooden Chest from Dragon Trees 17, 51, 85, 210 Nest
from Mystery Awards Kala (Random) Dragon from the merger of Ruby Fire Mystery Eggs (Random) Egg from the creation of spectral Lifespring Wise Dragons Purple Soft Chest of Amber or Glowing Dragon Trees 12, 36, 60, 150 Egg And Nest Purple Soft Chest of Life Flowers 12, 36, 60, 150 Egg and Dragon from the Store Cala (Random) Level 3 Dragon from the Merger Super
Eggs Midas Duck Red Soft Chests of Golden Apples 17, 51, 85, 210 Nest from Mystery Awards Kala (Random) Dragon from the Confluence of Sapphire Mystery Eggs (Random) Tribal Dragons 12, 36, 60, 150 egg from the Cala Egg Store and a nest from Magic Beanstalk Dragon from the Confluence of Sapphire Mystery Eggs (Random) Butterfly Dragons Purple Padded Breasts
from Prism Flowers 12, 36, 60, 150 Egg Shop Cala and Nest from Trinity Dome Dragon from the merger of Sapphire Egg Mystery (Random) Egg from the creation of Secret Lifespring To make effective use of your limited land. (Edit and edit source) One of the most important resources in the game is actually the ground. You get 468 earth tiles, having 140,000 Dragon Power, and
can get another 83 by buying 3 Premium Land. This may not seem like enough when you're working on multiple merger chains at the same time. It is important to use your land effectively. One trick to do is to bubble objects. The bubble is to place the object in The Loot Orb, thus forcing it not to take any space in the camp. There are 4 methods to bubble objects (Credit goes to the
math crazy tick for the first 3, and SAAlexMD for the technique of Marcus V) :- 1) Attempt to merge and exit camp 'edit source' Drag object to at least 2 other same objects until you see that they are about to merge, but do not release your finger and press the exit button of the world card with the other finger. When you return, the object that you kept will be inside the booty ball as
the level of rewards you bring home from the levels. This method only works for objects that can be combined, so it doesn't work for miracles or nests. This method is recommended for ascending coins and stone bricks you don't want to collect, dragon eggs, and high-level objects, merging chains you don't work, such as glowing dragon trees. 2) Fill the camp if the object you want
to bubble more than 1x1, rearrange everything in your camp, so there is no place to fit the object you want to bubble. For example, you want to bubble your 3x3 Stonehenge and then distribute everything in your camp until there is 3x3 space available. Once you remove all possible spaces the object can move, it will appear in the bubble to loot. This method only works for objects
that are larger than the size of 1x1. This method is recommended for ascending wonders and any other large objects such as objects of higher level of hills and water chains. 3) Do not leave absolutely any space for editing and editing the source when your camp/level has the maximum number of objects it can hold. Your dragons should say No Place! Or need more space!. Then
make the dragon collect something, and click on to instantly bubble the object that it carries. This method is only used for cleaning facilities. It's This. levels more often than in the camp, and usually an accident. 4) The Marcus V technique (edited by the editing source) This method is new until about September 2019, and is credited to Marcus V, which first published this method in
the old Channel Dragons Merge Discord. This method requires you to have a completely complete camp, but the magic of this method is that you can bubble any one 1x1 space item/bubble any item, even if it doesn't merge. This requires three 2x2 elements that are merged in space. 1. Have or create, three 2x2 spaces of merged elements. for example, create 3 golden Cosmos
apples, Big Pond, Wanderlust Peak, Alien Shrooms, or Bluemoss Stoneguard, etc. etc. 2. The easiest way to first line up three 2x2 items is how you're going to combine them together. Although you could make steps from 2 to 4 in any order. Note : Make sure your settings are correct to allow overlap on, and allow chain reactions off. 3. Fill the camp with items until you get
messages from space from your dragons, at which point your camp will only have 2 open spaces. Move the items around so these are 2 spaces where you can see them and close to where you are going to make bubbling. You can fill your camp in any way, for example by clicking and/or cleaning :- living stones/flowers of life (trees)/Fruit trees / Cloud Summit / Misty Mountain /
Ancient Dragon Skull, Note: Because your camp will be full after completing the ascending using this method, you want a simple and quick way to get your camp back in order, and with this method, why not make it worth it at the same time by filling it with items that you eventually want that easily merge, and can either help with common stone bricks or magic coins, or help you
work up to a particular chain. 4. Other steps to make it easier to execute this method, is to then have 2 open spaces, and items that you want to bubble, and some items to harvest, and three 2x2 items you are going to use for this method ... all close together in your camp so you can see them. And, make sure your zoom/focus is in your camp right before the sequel. 5. Place two
items you want to bubble directly over each other, making sure you have 2 spaces to the left of them as well (like not the edge of the earth). 6. At the moment as you have 2 spaces for free, and will lower create 4 more free spaces, you have to get your dragons to harvest 4 times / holding items that take up to 4 squares (from objects that have been collected)... so that only the last
two spaces will become free. (as will be explained later, subsequent attempts to make this method will require only 2 items to be collected/space space be filled, but for the first time requires 4) 7. This is where the actual ascending begins. Go to merge the three 2x2 items (like the Golden Apples of Cosmos) BUT don't combine them/don't let go. What you should see is three 2x2
items bouncing in the space where two of them will go, i.e. so three 2x2 points take up space of two 2x2 elements. Once again... Don't combine them, just keep the potential merger that you're doing is cheating games/dragons because effectively more space is being available. 8. While the higher merger is being held, your dragons will drop the items they hold into empty spaces.
Wait until all but 2 spaces are full/your camp is full again, the dragons dropping what they have collected previously. 9. For now ... Move the 2x2 item/Apple (which you keep in merging) to where the two items are, which is what you want to bubble. In that, since Apple is a 2x2 item, two separate square items to the right of where Apple will be removed, there will be items that will
bubble. i.e. the upper right, and the bottom right single squares of the green bordering area Apple does when usually clicked on. 10. Now that you release the 2x2 item/Apple (while it hovers over the two items you want to bubble (and two points to the left of them). 11. Two points or the right will bubble in place, and the other two items (to the left of them) will move to the remaining
two places in your camp. (That's why it's good to have a space close to what you use to bubble, and items that you want to bubble close) 12. At this point, you can basically repeat over and over from steps 5 to 10, but note that you only need to get your dragons to collect items to fall in the remaining 2 spaces in your camp. This method is great for storing dragon gems, coins,
bricks, single eggs, egg jacks, life balls, and objects that you don't need now, but perhaps later (excellent examples: single eggs, egg nests, fruit trees, Monster Idols that you need to combine, and others) Toasted Gamer Boutique has a video that shows this method, but note that it's already done above once (or more) so that only 2 items should be collected. Other objects that
appear in bubbles, edit the source of editing there are some other objects that will be automatically obtained in Loot Orb. To save space in the camp, you can not open these bubbles until you need these objects. The situation where objects will appear in Loot Orb: Objects returns from Levels Objects received from the opening Of The Menu Chests Objects received from the
opening of Treasure Chests Objects obtained from Backpack Kala or Cala Bonus Rucksack Friend Gifts Challenge Level Event Awards to build more coins and stone brick storage 'edited Once you have a coin and a stone brick farm going, your current brick guide to minimizing construction costs can be found here: To get more dragon gems, edit the source of the Dragon Gems
premium currency game, and can help you speed through certain camp quests, or help get an extra copy of a certain level of object by opening a dimensional jar. A guide to getting more dragon gems can be found here: 3A_Where_to_farm_Dragon_Stars_and_Cosmos_Eggs To use dragon gems effectively 'edit' the source of Dragon Gems is not exactly easy to find, so it is
important that you use them wisely. Some tips on where to use them are as follows: Skipping camp quests that would be even more expensive without missing quests to open Dragon Chest Chests and Dragon Nest Vaults, or quests to click Monster Idols Doubling Awards for Challenge Levels, when the dragon reward is only possible to get on gems buying Sun Dragons from
Cala, as they are not available elsewhere. Buying Kala when you want a secret item. (Best to do when Kala also sells Sun Dragons) Upgrading the zen temple fusion chain Opening Dimensional Jars very high level Life Trees (preferably level 13 forward) Things don't use your dragon gems for: Doubling the rewards for Challenge Levels for dragons is easy to get using coins to
reclaim most of the rewards level (except for Stones Living/ Graves, to start these chains) Purchase high-level main sites from Cala Adding Time to Call Levels Opening Each Dragon Egg/Nest Breast To use real money effectively to edit source Some players are willing to give up a few dollars to support developers. Here are some tips on how to use your money: Premium land,
the extra land space that you get are permanent and are usually very useful for early and medium game players. You will love them! A 30-day gemstone package, as it gives one of the highest value for money. Other huge discount offers. There are times when the game offers you huge packages of goodies at low prices Things don't use your money for: Alien Obelisks as you have
to buy the most expensive gems offer to get one Boosts for the event, these offers tend to provide little progress in collecting all the event prizes and you can't return purchased items from the event card to your camp. Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Noted.
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